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INTRODUCTION 
Standard Young tableaux were first introduced [Ill by Young to provide a 
basis for the irreducible polynomial representations of GZ(n, K) and for the 
irreducible representations of the symmetric groups over K, K a field of charac- 
teristic 0. 
In [5] Hodge showed how to use the Young theory to give a basis of the 
homogeneous coordinate ring for the Flag and Grassmann varieties of a vector 
space by a method which is essentially characteristic free. Recently Doubilet, 
et al. [4] introduced their theory of double standard tableaux to provide a 
characteristic-free basis for the polynomial ring in the indeterminates xii, 
where X = (xij) is an n x m matrix, which gives a characteristic-free version 
both of the Gordan-Capelli expansion and of the Cauchy formula for symmetric 
functions [3, 41. These bases have been of importance both in the study of 
Shubert and determinantal varieties [3, 93 and in invariant theory [2, 6]. The 
purpose of this paper is to generalize the Young theory to the symplectic case. 
Let R be any field or the integers, let be any R-algebra. We shall consider the 
variety I/ whose points over C are the nzth-pies of vectors (vu1 , z1a ,..., v,,) in 
Czr such that (vi, vj) = 0, 1 < i, j < m, ( , ) is the nondegenerate anti- 
symmetric bilinear form defined by the matrix 
Jr = 
0 
-1 
1 
,l 
0 
Equivalently V is the variety of 2~ x m matrices A4 such that iWJ,.M = 0. 
This variety is [2] the variety of nullforms with respect to the action of the 
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symplectic group Sp(r) on m copies of the standard representation. We shall give 
a basis to the coordinate ring A of V which will be our generalization of the 
Doubilet et al. basis (Theorem 3.7). 
Then we shall express the Grassmann and Flag varieties of isotropic subspaces 
and isotropic flags, respectively, as quotients of a suitable open set in V and use 
this to generalize the work of Hodge to the symplectic case (Theorem 4.8). 
Finally, in characteristic 0, we shall use the Borel-Weil Theorem [l] to 
interpret our bases for the homogeneous components of the coordinate rings of 
the isotropic Grassmann and Flag varieties as bases for the irreducible representa- 
tions of Sp(r). Since in the case of the full isotropic Flag variety one gets each of 
the polynomial irreducible representations of Q(r) exactly once, we shall get a 
basis for each of such representations. The case of the Grassmann variety of 
maximal isotropic subspaces was already worked out implicitly in [2, Theorem 
5.11 as was pointed out in [g], and it has been the starting point for this work. 
Independently Lakshmibai et al. [9] have given a more geometrical approach 
to this problem in their study of the varieties G/P, G a simple algebraic group, 
p a parabolic subgroup. In the case in which P is of classical type they 
have given a basis for the homogeneous coordinate ring of G/P. Using the fact 
that each of the maximal parabolic subgroups of a classical group is of classical 
type they have also been able to deduce a basis for the coordinate ring of G/B, 
G classical, B a Bore1 subgroup, thus, in partjcular covering our results for the 
isotropic Grassmann and Flag varieties. 
This paper is organized as follows: 
In Section 1 we study some relations among minors of matrices in V. Of 
particular importance for the sequel is Proposition 1.8. 
In Section 2 we introduce the concept of admissible minor (Definition 2.1) and, 
using this concept, we define our candidates to be a basis for A, the symplectic 
standard tableaux (Definition 2.3): We show that they indeed span A over R 
in Theorem 2.4. The proof is completely elementary and uses a detailed examina- 
tion of the relations studied in Section 1. 
In Section 3 we prove that the symplectic standard tableaux are linearly 
independent (Theorem 3.1). This gives our main result. Also we give a standard 
basis for the coordinate rings of the subvarieties of V consisting of matrices 
whose rank is smaller or equal than k, k any integer between 1 and min(r, m). 
In Section 4 we study the isotropic Grassmann and Flag varieties and we get 
our generalization of Hodge result. In proving this we also show the normality of 
V. Then we pass to representation theory; We interpret our bases for the homo- 
geneous coordinate rings of the isotropic Grassmann and Flag varieties as 
representations of Sp(r). In characteristic 0 we get bases for all the irreducible 
polynomial representations of Sp(r). 
In Section 5 we study A as a representation of the group G = Q(r) x GZ(m) 
and we get a generalization of the Cauchy formula for A. In particular in 
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characteristic 0, we show how to decompose A into irreducible components 
and also that each irreducible component in this decomposition appears with 
multiplicity one. 
In Section 6 we give a basis for the coordinate ring 2 of the variety S of 
2r x 2F matrices M such that MtJ,.M = 0 and MJsMt = 0. And we state some 
of the properties of A. In particular A also has a generalized Cauchy formula, 
in this case with respect to the group G = Sp(r) x Sp(s). In this paragraph 
the proofs are only sketched. 
1. THE RELATIONS 
For simplicity we shall assume that R is any field or the integers, although 
most of our results will hold over any commutative ring with 1. Let X = (xij), 
i = I)...) n, j = 1 )..., m, be a matrix of indeterminates. By the symbol P = 
(is ,..., il I j, ,‘-a, ‘8 , j ) 1 < it < n, 1 < tj < m, s < min(n, m), we shall denote 
the polynomial in R[xij] defined to be (the determinant of) the minor of X 
formed by the rows (ii ,..., i,) and by the rows (ji ,...,jJ. (In order to get a 
nonzero polynomial we must have ii # & . . . # i, and jr # j, # . . . f jJ. The 
size s of P will be denoted by j P j. 
We wish to recall a few facts from [4]. 
Given (i, ,..., ii lji ,..., jJ and (h,, ,..., h, 1 k, ,..., k,,), s > s’, we have the 
following relations: For any I < b < s’, 
; (h,, ,..-, &,) ,4-l ,..., 4 I.& ,...,js)(k, ,..., Ai,+ , km ,..., hoc,) I k, ,...> k,) = H 
and (1.1) 
c (4 ,..., 4 lj, ,...& ,jo(b) ,...,j,d(h,, ,..., 4 I kc,) ,..., h,) , kb+l ,..., k,O=R, 
where o runs over a set of representatives of the right cosets of the symmetric 
group Y8+, letters modulo the subgroup ,Ysp,_,,+l x .Yb and H = C PiQi (resp. 
R = C PQ), Pi (resp. Pj) is a minor of sizes + ti , ti > 0 (resp. s + tj , tj > 0), 
Q( (resp. Qj) is a minor of size s - ti (resp. s - tj). 
Note that we can define a partial ordering on the subsets of the set T = 
{l,..., t}, to any positive integer, in the following way: Given two such subsets 
T={t, < .*. <t,} and S=fsl<...<sY} we say T<S if p&v and 
t, < s, ,..., t, < s, . 
DEFINITION 1.2. Given two minors P = (i, ,..., ii 1 j, ,..., jJ and Q = 
(h,, ,..., /zr ) kl ,..., K,,), with ii < ... < i,$ , jl < ... < js ; hl < ... < h,, , 
;k,‘l. .‘.I’ k;,“’ 
’ 
’ 
we say P < Q if (i1 ,..., i,9} ,< {hi ,..., h,,} and {j, ,..., j,} < 
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A product of minors of the above type will be called a (double) tableau. 
A tableau PIP, ... P, will be called standard if PI < Pz ... < Pd . 
Remarks. (1) Zf we have two minors P, Q, we shall say that P < Q if 
P’ < Q’ < Q’, P’ (resp. Q’) being the minor obtained from P (resp. Q) re- 
ordering both row and column indices (note that P = &P’, Q = +-Q’). 
(2) We can associate a partition u = (kl ,..., kd) to a tableau T = PI ..’ P, 
by putting ki = 1 Pi 1. Since the product is commutative we can assume 
k, >, ... > k, and display s as a Young diagram. This diagram will be called 
the shape of T and the ki’s its rows. 
The main result in [4] is: 
THEOREM 1.3. The standard tableaux are a basis over R for R[xij]. 
Now we want to define a total ordering on minors, 
DEFINITION 1.4. Given two minors P = (is ,..., i1 1 jr ,..., is) and Q = 
(h,, ,..., h, I k, I..., kc), we say Pa Q if either s > s’ or, if s = s’, if the pair 
(v, v’b = (4 + i, + ... + i,, .il + jz + ... + is> is lexicographically smaller 
than or equal to the pair (v, v’)o = (h, + h, + ... + h,, , k, + k, + ... + k,,), 
or, if s = s’ and (v, v’)~ = (v, v’)o , if the sequence (i1 ,..., i, , j, ,..., j,$) is 
lexicographically smaller than or equal to the sequence (h, ,..., h, , k, ,..., k,). 
Remark. This complicated definition of a total ordering will be useful in 
Section 2. 
In the next lemma we shall show how to lower the total ordering using rela- 
tions (1.1). 
LEMMA 1.5. Given two minors P = (is ,..., i, ] j, ,..., j,), Q = (h,, ,-, 4 I 
k 1 ,..., k,,), then PQ = C &PiQi , where the Pi’s and Qi’s are minors with 
Pi a P. Further, ; f  P Q Q then either / Pi / > 1 P 1 OY ( v, v’)pi is lexicographically 
smaller than (v, v’), . 
Proof. Since reordering the indices clearly decreases the total ordering and 
does not change the pair (v, v’), we can assume iI < ... < i, , jI < ... < js ; 
h, < ... < h,9, , k, < ... < k,, . Also we can clearly assume s > s’ since other- 
wise QP would satisfy our hypotheses. If PQ is standard there is nothing to 
prove. Now suppose PQ is not standard and that there is a row index ia > hb 
(the case in which the index is a column index is completely analogous). Consider 
the sequence h, < ... < h, < il, < ... < i, and apply relations (1.1). Then 
PQ = - c (id,) ,..., & , &-, ,-.., iI IL ,...,iJ 
OE~(P,+,I~Y)g+l--bX9g-[~~ 
(h,, ,..., h,,, , ha(b) I..., kc,, I k, v...> kc) + H. 
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Clearly H gives no problems. As for the other terms, they are obtained by 
exchanging at least one of the indices h, , 1 < t ,< b, with at least one of the 
i,.‘s, b < r < s. But then our hypothesis on the sequence (h, ,..., hb , ib ,..., i,) 
clearly gives the lemma. 
Of course we can think of R[xij] as the coordinate ring of the affine space whose 
points over any R-algebra C are the mth-pies of vectors in C” or, equivalently, 
the n x m matrices with entries in C. 
Let now n = 2r be even. If we endow C” with the nondegenerate bilinear 
form ( , ) such that, if {e, ,..., e, , + ,..., Q} is the canonical basis, (ei , ej) = 
(Q , lj) = 0, (ei , Q) = -(Q , ei) = 6,i, 1 < i, j < r,. we can define the 
affine variety V whose points over C, V(C), are the mth-pies of vectors in 
C”, (vu1 ,...7 v~), such that (vi , vi) = 0, for any 1 < i, j < m, or, equivalently 
the n x m matrices M with entries in C such that MtJM = 0, J being the 
matrix of the bilinear form ( , >. 
Let A be the coordinate ring of V. We want to study A. In order to do so, let 
us consider for each 1 < k < r and each t < [k/2] the following homomorphism: 
qt: i (7-j ‘it P defined by 
V&l A *” A Vk) = 1 (-l~(V~lj Z’j,) “’ (Oi, , Vjt) Vsl A ‘*’ A Vgbezt 
where i1 < jl ,..., it <jt , S, < sa ... < sk-at , T = C:=l(iA + j, - 1) and the 
sum is taken on all possible choices of ir , jr ,..., i, , j, , sr , s2 ,..., Sk--2t among 
1, 2,..., K satisfying the above properties. C is any R-algebra. It is easily seen 
that pt is well defined. 
Now we define a basis for A” C” as follows: 
let I = {il ,..., i,} and J = {jr ,..., j,-,> be two subsets of d = (l,..., r} and as 
usual suppose i1 < ... < i, , j1 < ... <j,-, ; we distinguish two cases: 
(I) rfIq= 0 weputb~J=eilheizA...~ei,A17i,_,A...Arlj,. 
(2) IfInJ=r,r=(y,<Y*<...<‘Yn)weput, 
bIJ = eyl A y,,, A ..* A e,, A yvn A eil A “’ A ezsmh A rli,-s-A A **. A yjl 3 
where (ir < ... <is-,,} =f=I- r, and {jr < ... <jke-s-r} = J”= J- l7 
It is clear that the vectors {b:} form a basis for Ak C*. 
LEMMA 1.6. (1) If t > 1 I n J / then 
db/) = 0. 
(2) Ift<lInJ(then 
vt(b;) = C 6:;; > 
rt 
where I’, runs over the subsets of I’ = I n J such that 1 r, 1 = t. 
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Proof. (1) follows immediately from the definitions and the fact that 
b4 ,+.., e, , ~7~ ,..., q} is a symplectic basis. 
For (2) we note that by the definitions 
and I rt I = 6 7 = X:&Y, - 1) + Et=, &J,~ + t = C:=l ho - 2. Thus 
(-1)’ = 1 and the lemma follows. 
With the convention of putting blITt J ri = 0 if .T, Q I n J we can always write 
Maintaining the above notation, if I = 1? u r, J = j v r with 1 = {i, < ..’ < 
iseA}, j = {jr < ... < jkSseA}, and r = {rr < ... < yI}; i; j, rC d (note that 
wedonotaskr=InJ)letusdenoteby(J,I/h,,...,h,)=(j~r,rurj 
h r ,..., h,) the K x K minor 
(n -5 + 1, 71 -.iz + 1, . . . . n -j,-,-, + 1, i,-, )...) it, il, n -y* + 1, 
YA ,..., n - y1 + 1, yl I h, ,..., hk) 
with 1 < hl ,..., h, < m. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. (1) On the wariety V any minor of size bigger than r vanishes. 
(2) Ifk<r 
; (ju rt, I U rt I h, ,..., hlc) = 0, (1.7) 
whe=re f  and J are two Jixed subsets of A, r, runs over the subsets of A - (f v  j) 
consisting of t elements, t > 1, 1 I/ + 1 j 1 + 2t = k, 1 < h, ,..., hk < m. 
Proof. Assertion (1) follows immediately from the fact that the bilinear 
form ( , ) is nondegenerate. 
As for assertion (2) we have that if k < r, given (wr ,..., a,) in V(C), 
% A *.. A Vhk = Ig, (J, I ) h, ,..., hk) b,J for any 1 < h, ,..., h, < m 
Irl+lJI=n: 
(By abuse of language we have denoted by the same symbol a minor and its 
value on the point (q ,..., v,)). 
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Further, by definition, P~(zJ~, ... QJ = 0 for any 1 < t 6 [k/2]. So by 
Lemma 1.6, 
where we have put I= I - r, , I = J - r, and have exchanged the order of 
summation. Now, since the bfs are also linearly independent and if a minor 
has two equal rows vanishes identically, the proposition follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let (j u r, I” u r) h, ,..., h,) be a jixed minor, I’ # ~3, 
k < r. Then on V, 
(3~r,Purlh~,..., hk) = (-l)‘r~‘$(~u~,~u~[ h, ,..., hk), (1.8) 
with1151 =/r/,Fn{l^ u jur>= E, i <hh,,...,h,<m. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 r 1. If / r 1 = 1, then our proposition 
follows from relations (1.7) applied in the case t = 1. 
Now let us assume the proposition proved for 1 r 1 = t - 1, and let us prove 
it for ) r) = t. Let r = {yl ,..., ~~1. By (I .7) we have (a minor having two equal 
rows is identically 0) 
o=~(j~r,,I~r,jh, ,..., hk)= 1 (jur,,Iur,p, ,..., hk) 
l-t =t 3ert 
+ c (Ju(rl:ur,-,,~u~vl)ur,-,lh,,...,h,) 
i-t-1 
= ; (Jur,,I”ur,Ih,,:..,h,) 
#-t 
since Cr,-,(3 u (rI} u I’,-, , I’u (n} u r,-, / h, ,..., hk) = 0. In fact this is 
one of relations (1.7). 
Suppose by induction 
? 
(ju r, ,iu r, I4 ,..., h,)=O foranintegerl <p<t-1. 
fv,,....v,)nr,= 5 
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Then,ifF+ 1 <t 
O= 
: 
(Ju rt 9 fu rt I h, ,..., hk) 
(v,,...,vp-,= 0 
= (1” rt , I”u rt I A, ,..., hk), 
because 
by our inductive hypothesis (p < (t - 1) - 1). 
Ifp+ 1 =tthen 
o= 
: 
(Jur,,I”ur,~h,,...,h,) 
(V,.....Yt-l)nrt= 0 
= 
z 
(rur,,Tur,~h,,...,h,) 
(r,.....vtmi-,= 0 
+ (-iy(Ju r, h r 1 h, ,..., hk); 
since by our inductive hypothesis on t we have supposed 
c c.b h> u rt-, , fu b4 u r,-, I 4 ,..., hk) 
rt+ 
{V,.....Yt-l)nrt-l= 0 
= (-iy(pu r,fu r 1 ii, ,..., h,). 
This proves the proposition. 
2. THE SYMPLECTIC STANDARD TABLEAUX 
In this Section we shall maintain the notation of Section 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given a minor (J, I 1 h ,..., h,) its (symplectic) weight is 
the pair (f, 1) with I’ = I - (I n J), 9 = J - (I n J). 
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A minor P = (J, II h, ,..., hk), K < Y, r = I n J, will be called admissible if 
there exists T C d - {I u J} suchthat/T/=I~IandT>P.If(J,IIh,,...,hk) 
is an admissible minor, (1, 1) is its weight, (1 is the minimal set in d-(1 u J} 
with the above properties, we shall denote it by 
where I’ = 1 u A, J’ = j u A, or, if I = {il < ..’ < i,}, J = {jl < ... <jleps}, 
I’={~~<~~~<$},J’={j~<~~~<j~-,}by 
( 71 -j; + l,..., n -j;-, + 1, i, ,..., i, 71 -j, + l,..., n - jkes + 1, ii ,..., ii /h,,...,hs). 
EXAMPLE. Y = 7, k = 5, m = 5, I = (1, 2, 3}, J = (I, 3) so that the minor 
(J,I I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = (12, 3, 14, 1, 2 j 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Then r = (1, 3}, d = (4, 5} 
and the above minor is denoted by 
Remarks. (1) We have I n J’ = 0 ; I’ n J = o as follows immediately 
from the definitions. 
(2) I’ 3 I, J’ > J so that (il ,..., i, , n - jkVS + l,..., 7~ -j; + l} < 
(ii ,..., ii , n - jk-s + I,..., e-jr+l}, and I=I’, J=J’ if and only if 
In J= C. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. In the ring A any minor can be expressed as a linear combina- 
tion of admissible minors of the same size and involving the same columns. 
Proof. By the first part of Lemma 1.5 and the fact that the symbol (ilc ,..+, il 1 
h, ,..., h,) is clearly antisymmetric in its row and column indices, it is sufficient 
to prove the proposition for the minor (J, I / h, ,..., hk), k < r. 
Let (J, I I h, ,..., hk) be such a minor and suppose it is not admissible. We 
shall show that (J, I ) jl ,..., h,) can be written as a linear combination of minors 
of the same size and involving the same columns which are smaller than 
(J, 11 h, ,..., hK) in the total ordering 4 of Definition 1.4. From this the 
proposition will follow by induction on the ordering since the least element in 
the total ordering 4 among minors involving the columns h, ,..., h, is (k,..., 2, 
1 I h, >..., h,) which is clearly admissible. 
Let I’ = I n J; I’ # o since otherwise (J, I j h, ,..., h,) would be admissible. 
Ifr=(y,<yz<.” <y,}andifwedefiner,={y,,...,y,}foranyl ,<h<t, 
there exists 1 < h, < t such that we can find Th,+ C d - {I U J} with ( Th,-i j = 
h, - 1 (if h, = 1, TbO-, = a) and ThO-r >, rho+ but there is no T, with 0 
I Th, I = ho and Th., > r, . II 
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Assume .4,0-l = (Xi < ... < hhO-r} is the minimal set in A - {I u J) with 
the above properties. Now define a subset p = (yb , yb+l ,..., y&j in the following 
way: 
If hh,-l < hhl, or h, = I, I’ = (yhO}. 
If hh,-r > yhO then 
(1) foranyb<d<&, 
Ad > hi+1 > 
(2) either b = 1 or 
hb-l < Yb * 
It is easily seen that the above conditions define f uniquely. 
By applying relations (I .8) to F we get, if T = r - r, 
(J>I I hl 7..‘, A,) E (- ]p-b+l 5 (ju TvF,lu TuF/h,,...,h,) 
h(IvJ)= 0 
with j f\ = Ir”/. 
(2.2) 
We claim that for any f = {j&, < *.* < -j&J appearing on the left-hand side 
of (2.2) the pair (0, et’) defined in (1.4) takes the same value which it takes for 
(J, 1 lb, >.-.I h,). For v’ there is nothing to prove. For v note that its value on a 
minor depends only on its weight and that all minors in (2.2) have the same 
weight. 
Further we claim that for such a f: 
In fact, suppose .i;b > yb . Then since j+ E A - (I v J} and &ml < yb (put 
h, = 0 if b = I), the minimality of (Ifi,-1 implies that & > hb . By induction 
suppose that Te > A, , for all 1 G e <.f G h, - 1. Then jjf+r > 7, 3 h, > yf+r , 
and, iff + 1 < h, - I, the minimality of (Ihowl implies jjf+l > h,+, , iff + 1 = 
h, we have yh, > yhO . In particular ye > ys for all b < e < h0 . 
This implies that the set (X1 ,..., A,-, , k r ..,, $$) > (yr ,..., y&J; also & ,..., 
hb-, > jjb >..‘Y j&J C A - (I w Jj. Thus we get a contradiction to our definition 
ofh,. 
So yb < yb and this together with what we have noted above about the 
sequences (v, v’), clearly implies that each minor appearing on the right-hand 
side of (2.2) is smaller than (J, 11 hl ,..., hk) in the total ordering a. This 
proves the proposition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given two admissible minors 
P = (;;:+:; 1 h, ,..., h,), Q = (;::;;;;I h,, . . . . h,,) 
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with h1 < h, ..+ < h, , hi < hi ... < hl;, , P < Q if {jr ,..., j,> < (;I ,..., $,> 
and (h, ,..., hli} < {hi ,..., hi,}. 
A product of admissible minors PIP2 . . . P, will be called a symplectic tableau 
and displayed as 
PI 
PZ 
ij 
. . 
k 
Such a symplectic tableau will be called strandard if PI < Pz < ... < Pb . 
Remark. In the ordering on admissible minors given above there are clearly 
elements which are not smaller than or equal to themselves. In fact one can 
easily see that an admissible minor 
( I 
/‘,I h 
19 I’ 1 ‘...’ hk) 
is greater than or equal to itself if and only if I = I’ and J = J’, i.e., if and only 
if In J = G. Note also that admissible minors are indexed by some pairs of 
admissible minors having I n J = o . (For a geometric characterization of 
these pairs see [S, 91.) 
THEOREM 2.4. The standard symplectic tableaux linearly span over R the 
coordinate ring A of V (we put the empty tableau equal to 1). 
Proof. We note that the total ordering g clearly induces a lexicographic 
ordering among products of minors which we shall denote by the same symbol. 
Since the 1 x 1 minors are clearly admissible and V is a subvariety of the affine 
space of n x m matrices the symplectic tableaux span A. If we prove that if a 
symplectic tableau is not standard then it can be expressed as a linear combination 
of products of minors which are smaller in the lexicographic ordering, then, 
using Proposition 2.2. we shall get that such a tableau can be written as a linear 
combination of symplectic tableaux which are lexicographically smaller. This 
by induction on the ordering 4 will finish the proof. 
So we only need to prove that a nonstandard sympletic tableau can be written 
as a linear combination of products of minors which are smaller in the lexico- 
graphic ordering 4. 
Further, since the lexicographic ordering on products of minors is induced by 
the total ordering on minors, we can reduce to the case of a symplectic tableau 
which is the product of two admissible minors, Let 
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where 
PI = ?“; ‘-‘-’ z21 h,, ,..., h,,,), 
j2k v,j21 
h,, < “’ < h,, , h,, < “’ < h,,’ , be such a tableau. Clearly we can assume 
k > k’, and by Theorem 1.3, h,, < h,, , for any 1 < 7 Q k’. 
Now suppose there is a v such that jly > isV and assume is, < r (the case in 
which i2” > Y is analogous and we leave it to the reader). We have two possibilities: 
Either ily > z& and we can use relations (I .I) and Lemma 1.5 to express our 
lexicographic ordering 4; or & < i2” . 
Suppose this is the case. 
As usual let us write PI as 
let @I , jl) be its weight, r, = (yl < ... < yJ = I1 TS J1 , (p, # ,B since 
otherwise J1 = J; , I1 = 1; so ily = jly contradicting our hypothesis), /l, = 
I; - fl = J; - JI th e minimal sequence in A - (I1 u JI> such that rl, > r, . 
Take 1 < c < t to be the maximum integer for which yO < izy . It is readily 
seen that such an integer exists and that X, > izv since otherwise izy >/ j,, 
contadicting our hypotheses. 
We define the sequence F = {yd , yd+i ,..., ye} in the following way: 
If X,-, < yc or c = 1 then p = (yc}. 
If A,-, > yc then, 
(1) for any d < e < c 
4 > Ye+1 7 
(2) either d = 1 or 
As in the proof of Proposition 2.2 it follows that these properties define f; 
uniquely. 
Let us write r = f u M. Then applying relations (1.8) to r we get 
1; 9 ‘1 
( I Jl 9 1; 
h 1 ,..., hl,j = (-l)C--d+l~ (Mu Z+)u g,, Mu T%& 1 h, ,..., hk) 
s 
with T@) n (II u Jl) = M , 1 T(S) 1 = 1 p (. 
For simplicity let us put P(S) = (MU T(S) u J, , M u T(*) u 3; ,..., k,). Let 
ps) = g’ < . . . < ty’}; then we have two possibilities: 
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(1) ty’ < yd so that reasoning as in Proposition 2.2 PCs) a PI (PCs) and 
PI have the same weight). 
(2) tg’ > yd . In this case we also have ryt > At for any d <cf < c. In 
fact since tJ$ > yd , tg’ is in A - (II u II} and A,, < yd (put At, = 0 if d = l), 
the minimality of A, implies that t, ‘*) >, Ad . Now proceed by induction. Suppose 
tt) > A, for all d < h < j, then ty) > tyll > )L,-r > yr so that the set (Ar ,..., 
A,-, , tp,..., t:“‘} > {y1 ,..., yf}. This and the minimality of A, imply the claim. 
Now let us return to our tableau. We have 
PIP, = 1 P’“‘P, . 
s 
If (1) P(S) is such that ty’ < yd , then clearly P(8)P, < PIP,. 
If (2) Pfs) is such that ty’ > yd , writing 
(M u T’“’ u J1 ) M u 9”’ u r, 1 h, )...) h,) = -J&f ,..., py [ h, )..., h,) 
with py) < *.. < IL;), we claim EL,!” > i2,, . In fact, if we suppose d > 1, c < t, 
then y&-r , yc+r E M and there exists 1 < v,, < v, < K such that yd-r = k0 , 
Ye+1 = Pv, 4 Then either v > v1 and in this case pV > pV, = yc+r > isy or 
us < v < vr and the fact that t, “I > h for any c < e < d implies {pV,+r ,..., B 
&yJ 2 LLo+l Y.LL*-l~ so that, in particular ,uy >jly > izy , if d = 1 (resp. 
c = t) the proof is identical by taking v,, = 0 (resp. F~,-~ equal to the maximum 
among the p’s which is less than or equal to r). 
It now follows from Lemma 1.5 that in case (2) the product 
Pcs’P, = 1 QiQ; , 
where the Qi’S and Qj’s are minors and either / Qi / > / Pts)\ = 1 PI 1 or 
(0, w’)o* > @J, Ws) = (w, G, . 
This together with (1) implies that PIP, can be written as a linear combination 
of products of minors which are smaller in the lexicographic ordering g and 
gives the theorem. 
3. THE LINEAR INDEPENDENCE 
Let G be the afhne group over R defined by G = Sp(r) x Gl(m). We recall 
that the symplectic group Sp( ) r is defined as Sp(r)(C) = (2r x 2r matrices 
with entries in C luch that MtJM = id}, for any R algebra C. 
G acts naturally on Y in the following way: 
Given (A, B) E G(C), ME V(C), (A, B)(M) = AMlV. 
It is clear from the definitions that the above action is well defined. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The symplectic standard tableaux are linearly independent in A. 
Proof. We shall break the proof to some lemmas. We begin with a definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A symplectic tableau will be called right canonical if it 
has only i’s on its right ith column, i.e., if it is of the form 
Now note that if we prove that the symplectic standard tableaux are linearly 
independent over an infinite field, i.e., when R is an infinite field, then it will 
easily follow that they are linearly independent for arbitrary R. 
So, from now on we shall assume that R is an infinite field. 
LEMMA 3.3. The symplectic standard tableaux are linearly independent in A 
if and only if the right canonical symplectic standard tableaux are. 
Proof. Let us suppose Ct a,T, , a, E R, at # 0, is a linear relation among the 
standard symplectic tableaux T, . Clearly we can assume that each of the Tt’s 
involves the same column indices and ,each the same number of times. Then 
applying the sequence of column operations 2 + Xl, 3 + Al,..., m + Xl, 3 +x2 ,..., 
m + x(m - l), h being an indeterminate and reasoning exactly as in [3, Sect. 21 
we can construct a linear relation 
with the Tj’s standard right canonical symplectic tableaux. This implies the 
lemma. 
By Lemma 3.2, in order to prove Theorem 3.1, we can clearly assume m < r. 
Since from now on we shall consider only right canonical symplectic tableaux, 
we shall denote them only with their left-hand side, and call them symplectic 
tableaux. Also given a minor (ilc ,..., i1 j I,..., K) we denote it by (ilc ,..., ir). 
We need to define some subvarieties of V. 
Let 
beaminor.LetI={i,<... < is}, J = (jr < ... <jlc-,}. Then it is clear that 
b = (et, ,..., ei8 , 7)ikme ,..., rli, , O,..., 0) (we put m - k) zeros) lies in V. Let 
B C Sp(r) be the Bore1 subgroup of lower triangular elements. Define S, to be 
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the closure of the orbit Bb of b under the action of B. Then S, is clearly irredu- 
cible being the closure of an orbit under the action of a connected group. 
It is also an easy exercise to see that So is a subvariety of Se if and only if 
P < Q, and that if (sk, ,..., sr) is any minor, not necessarily admissible, with 
p +z (w ,*.*> sr) as minors, then (sk, ,..., sl) vanishes identically on S, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P = (:: i). Given an admissible minor 
with 1 Q 1 = 1 P /. Then ;f P 6 Q, Q vanishes identically on S, ; if H’ = J, 
Q= IL-(J,I’)on&. 
Proof. As usual let F = I n H. Then by applying relations (1.8) to r we get 
Q = (H,I) =(I’u$W~) =~(F’“‘u&,%~) (3.3) 
with 1 Fs)j = / I’ 1 and P) n (H u I) = 0, ((I, 8) is the weight of Q). This 
implies that in order to have a term on the right-hand side of (3.3) which does not 
vanish identically on S, , we must have that there exists s such that P) u A< J 
and P) vIeI. 
Also if Fs) u fi 2 H, then necessarily P) u I” $1, so we must also have 
P) u A > H and, since P) n (H u I) = o, I’(@ u I? 3 H’. Summarizing 
we must have 
H’ < I-) u @ < J, r(s) u 1 2 I. 
But, if P < Q we have that H’ 6 J, so we get that Q vanishes identically on S, . 
If H’ = J then, on S, , the only nonzero contribution of the right-hand side 
of (3.3) is obtained when r (8) u A = J and necessarily P) u 4 = I’, so that 
Q = -jJ J, I’) on S, . 
LEMMA 3.4. On S, , given two admissible minors 
PI = (ii), pz = ($J,), 
we have PIP, = &(f’, I)P. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 on S, we have 
PIP2 = (#:, ;,, = (I, UJ’, 4 = *(.I, NE 0 (3.4) 
607/34/1-z 
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Then, since f < I, using relations (I. 1) we can write 
(I, r)(l’, 4 = c f PtQt , 
where the Pts and Qt’s are right canonical minors with Qt > (J, I), (y, I) > Pt 
and P, , Qt involve the same indices as (J, I), (j, I). 
But we are on S, , so in order to have a nonzero term on the right-hand side of 
(3.4) we must have P, < P. Thus, since f > I, f’ < J, the only nonzero contri- 
bution is obtained when P, = P and necessarily Qt = (I’, 1) thus implying the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. On S, the right canonical standard symplectic tableaux 
with P < PI are linearly independent. 
Proof. We order the varieties S, , by putting S, > So if and only if P < Q, 
i.e., if and only if So is a subvariety of S, , and we use induction on the ordering. 
If P = (E) then there is nothing to prove. Now suppose the lemma proved 
for all So’s such that So < S, . 
Suppose that on S, there is a linear relation Ch ahTh = 0, ah E R, ah # 0, 
among the symplectic standard tableaux Th , each of which has its first row >P. 
Since the Th’s are right canonical and we have already noticed that we can 
assume that they involve the same columns and each column the same number of 
times, it follows that we can assume that all of the Th’s have the same shape. 
Let 
P = (;I ::-:: it). 
We have two cases: 
(1) Suppose that among the Th’s there exists at least one, say Tl , whose 
first row 
We can assume Tl to be maximal in the total ordering a among the Th’s. 
Let 
Q = (;:: 1:::; ",:,- 
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Then restricting to So and using the first part of Lemma 3.3 together with our 
inductive hypothesis we get a contradiction. 
(2) Suppose that each Th has its first row 
Then either Qh = P for all h’s, and & a,T, = I’&, a&T;). So that, using the 
irreducibility of S, , we get & ahTi = 0 and we get a contradiction using induc- 
tion on the degree (in degree zero there is nothing to prove). 
Or, one of the QA’s, say Qr , is not equal to P and again we can assume Tl r> T, 
for all h. Let 
Then by Lemma 3.4 
QIQh = I~(J’~‘, F))P, 
SO Q1(& ahTh) = Ch a&T, = Xn &a,P(J’*‘,P)Tr = PCL &a&P, YG) 
This implies 
7 & a,@), I’l’) TL = 0 
by the irreducibility of S, . Then, restricting to S, , 
and using the first part of Lemma 3.3, we get 0 = r,, +a,Q,Ti , where h runs 
over the h’s for which Qh = Qr . Since clearly QT, is standard because QATi 
was, we get a contradiction to our inductive hypothesis. 
Finally note that if we take 
P= 
( 
m,..., 2, 1 
m,..., 2, 1 1 
then Lemma 3.5 implies that the standard right canonical tableaux are linearly 
independent on S, and thus on V. This together with Lemma 3.2 ends the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We summarize the results of Sections 2 and 3 in 
THEOREM 3.6. The coordinate ring A of the variety V has a basis over R given 
by the symplectic standard tableaux. 
Consider now, for any K ,C min(r, m) the subvariety V, of V of matrices of 
rank < K (V = Vmtn(r,m)). Let A, be its coordinate ring. 
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THEOREM 3.1. A, = A/I,+, , where Ik+l is the ideal generated by the admissible 
minors of size k + 1. Further A, has a basis over R given by the standard symplectic 
tableaux whoseJirst row has length <k. 
Proof. Let us consider the quotient homomorphism y: A -+ A, . 
Clearly lk+l C ker v, and Ik+i contains all standard sympiectic tableaux 
whose first row has length >k. 
So our theorem will follow if we prove that the standard symplectic tableaux 
whose first row has length <k are linearly independent on Vk . But this will 
follow at once. In fact again we can assume that R is an infinite field. Also we 
can reduce as in Lemma 3.2 to prove the linear independence of the right 
canonical standard symplectic tableaux whose first row has length <k. 
But now note that if 
P = (p:; ;; ;,, 
S, is a subvariety of V, . Thus our theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3.5. 
4. THE ISOTROPIC GRASSMANN AND 
FLAG VARIETIES AND REPRESENTATION THEORY 
We shall mantain the notation of the preceding sections, 
DEFINITION 4.1. The isotropic Grassmann variety ym,?, m < r, is the 
variety whose points over any R-algebra C are the isotropic free direct summands 
in Csr with respect to ( , ) of rank m. 
The isotropic Flag variety Fm,, , m < r, is the variety whose points over C are 
the flags {U, C ... C V;, , rank Ui = i} of isotropic free direct summa& in 
C2* with respect to ( , ). 
The isotropic Stiefel variety W,,,, is the open set in V whose points over C 
are the mth-ples of vectors (vr ,..., v,) in C2r such that (oi ,..., v,) span an 
isotropic free direct summand of rank equal to min(r, m). 
If m < r there are natural morphisms f: W,,, -+ ym., ; g: W,,,, -+ g,I,, 
defined in the following way: Given k vectors vi , . . . , o, in C2r we put UcV,, .. . , ,,,) = 
(linear span of w1 ,... , 4, then f((vl ,.-, v,)) = Utv,.. . .Q, g((s ,..., vd) = 
WV,) c U(r,,v,) c “. c u(el,...,,m)h 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If m < Y, then f: W,,, --t ,$& is a principal Gl(m) 
bundle, g: W,,, + 9& is a principal B bundle, B being the Bore1 subgroup of 
upper triangular elements in Gl(m). 
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows immediately by noting that 
by its definition f: W,., -+ #,,,, is the restriction to fm,r of the tautological 
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principal Gl(m) bundle on the Grassmannian whose points over any R-algebra 
C are the free direct summands in C27 of rank m. 
Similarly the second part follows because g: W,,, + sVJ,, is the restriction to 
9 of the tautological principal B bundle over the Flag variety whose points 
ovtrr C are the flags {U, C *.. c urn , rank lJi = I} of free direct summands in 
cr. 
COROLLARY 4.3. W,,, is smooth. 
Proof. If m < r this is clear from Proposition 4.2 and the well-known fact 
that GZ(m) and fn,, are to be smooth. 
Now suppose m > Y. Let us define, for any sequence H = (hl ,..., h,j with 
1 < hl < ... <h, < m, V” to be the open set in I7 such that V,(C) = 
NV, ,.**> %L) E V(C) ! %l*...,tim, is a free direct summand in C2r of rank Y and 
utwl . . . . . Urn) = u(~,~ ,..., us~. r t is clear from its definition that VH C W,,, . 
Further the VH’s cover W,,, . Now note that given (oi ,..., n,,) E VH(C), V~ for 
i 4 His just any vector in Utvn, ,,.., 2rh ), also (vhl ,..., vn,) E W,,,. This implies 
that V,.is a product of W,,, and of an atline space and gives the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The complement of W,,, in V has codimension 22. 
Proof. In order to prove our proposition it is sufficient to show that if 
s = min(r, m), then the ideal I, generated by the admissible minors of size s 
contains a regular sequence of length 22, since Is is the defining ideal for the 
complement of W,,, in V. Let 
dl = (;;:::; ;: ; ) 1, 2,..., s), d, = (;; ;;: 1 :;:::: ;I ; / 1, 2~-,+ 
da=(~:::::+:jl,Z ,..., s--1,$+1) if m>y, 
d3 = 0 if m ,< Y. 
We ciaim that (dl , d, + d& is a regular sequence. 
Certainly dl is not a zero divisor. Further the ideal (4) has a basis given by all 
standard symplectic tableaux whose first row is equal to dl . This follows imme- 
diately from the fact that d,T is standard for any symplectic standard tableau T. 
So A/(d,) has a basis given by all symplectic standard tableaux whose first row 
is ad, . We claim that d, + da is not a zero divisor in A/(d,). If m < d3 = 0, 
the fact that d, is not a zero divisor in A/(d,) follows immediately from the fact 
that, given a standard tableau T whose first row is >dl , d,T is still standard. 
Thus, given a linear combination z aiTi of symplectic standard tableaux in 
A/(4), 4(C UiTi) = C ai 4 Ti is still a linear combination of symplectic 
standard tableaux. 
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In the case m > r note that, given a symplectic standard tableau T whose 
first row is >dl such that d,T (resp. d,T) is not standard, d,T (resp. d,T) is 
standard. 
Further in A/(&) if d,T (resp. d,T) is not standard then d,T = 0 (resp. d,T = 
0), as follows easily applying relations (1 .l). 
Thus, given a linear combination of symplectic standard tableaux in A/(&), 
C aiTi , (da + Q&)(X aiT%) = C ai dzT, + C ai d,Ti is still a linear combination 
of symplectic standard tableaux and dzT, = d,Tj if and only if d,T, = d,Tj = 0. 
This implies our claim. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The variety V is normal. 
Proof. From the fact that W,,, is smooth it follows that in order to prove our 
proposition it is sufficient to prove that the local ring A, , p a prime ideal con- 
taining I, , is integrally closed. 
Now note that the proof of Proposition 4.4 shows that p in A, has depth 22. 
Also since A is nonsingular in codimension 1 so is A, , as follows from Proposi- 
tion 4.4. From this the Serre criterion [4] implies that A, is integrally closed. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A’ be the ring of global polynomial functions on W,,, 
then A’ = A. 
Proof. Obvious from Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. 
From now on we assume m < r. 
As above let B be the Bore1 subgroup of GZ(m) of upper triangular elements. 
Let X(GZ)m)) (resp. X(B)) be the group of rational characters of GZ(m) (resp. B) 
It is well known that X(GZ(m)) = H and is generated by the determinant, det; 
and that X(B) = Zm and is generated by the fundamental weights, wr ,..., w, 
for GZ(m) with respect to B 
Given x E X(GZ(m)) (resp. x E X(B)), since by Proposition 4.2, jm,r = 
Wm,,IGW (rev. %,, = Wd% we associate to x the line budnle on fmVT 
(resp. Fm,7) defined by L, = ( Wm,rXol(mjL)* (L, = ( WmsrxeL)*, where L denotes 
the affine line and GZ(m) (resp. B) acts on L via x. It is clear that Lodet = L,$A 
(resp. if x = C qwi , L, = LzI’l *I- L$zm). 
It is also clear from the definitions that the pullback of L to W,,, is trivial. 
Thus we can identify the R-modules HO($,,, , Lx) (resp. H”(9&,, Lx)) of 
sections of L, with the R-module of polynomial functions on W, hence by 
Corollary 4.6 with the set off E A such that, if Aolcnl) (resp. As) denotes the 
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coordinate ring of GZ(m) (resp. B and Y: A + A OR A oltm) (resp. v: A-+ 
A OR A,) is the map representing the action of GZ(m) (resp. B) on V, v(f) = 
f 0 x (rev. v(f) =f 0 x)- 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let D be any commutative ring with a unit. Let 2 be an 
affine variety over D and G an affine group over D acting on 2. Let RZ and Ro be 
the coordinate rings of 2 and G, respectively, and 
be the map representing this action. Then c E R, is a formal invariant if p(c) = 
c@ 1. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let x~X(Gl(m)) (resp. XE X(B)) and let L, be the line 
bundle on ym,, (resp. 29&) associated to X. 
Let x = OL det (resp. x = C MOWN), LY. ~Z(ar, EZ). If a < 0 (resp. at least one of 
the q’s < 0), H”(fm,T, Lx) = 0 (resp. H”(Sm,,, L,) = 0. I f  a 2 0 (resp. x is 
dominant, i.e., ai 3 0 for all i’s), HO($,,,, L,) has a basis formed by the right 
canonical symplectic standard tableaux whose associated diagram has cy rows each 
of length m (resp. H”(F& , L,) has a basis formed by the right canonical symplectic 
standard tableaux whose associated diagram has OL,,, rows of length m, 01,,,~~ rows of 
length m - I,..., 01~ rows of length 1). 
Inparticular the ring E = ema H”(jm,,, L&) (resp.F = @xcx(B) H”(FWL,,, L,)) 
is generated by the right canonical admissible minors of size m (resp. by the right 
canonical admissible minors). 
Proof. By the definition of x it follows that the only right canonical symplectic 
tableaux T which, for a given x E X(GZ(m)) (resp. x E X(B)), are such that 
v(T) = T @ x 
are those described above. 
(resp. V’(T) = T @J X) 
Let UC B be the maximal unipotent subgroup of B, i.e., the subgroup of 
elements in B with all Z’s on the diagonal. Then if x = 01 det, x(S(m)) = 1; 
if x = C aiwi , x(U) = 1. From this the theorem is a straightforward conse- 
quence of the following 
LEMMA 4.9. The subring of U formal invariants in A has a basis formed by the 
right canonical symplectic standard tableaux. 
The subring of Sl(m) formal invariants in A has a basis formed by the right 
canonical symplectic standard tableaux whose rows have all length equal to m. 
Proof. Since we are dealing with formal invariants this lemma follows as in 
13, (3.411. 
We pass now to the representation theory for the symplectic group. Note the 
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f+(r) acts naturally on jn,, and St,,, so that HO($,,,,L.J and H”(.%&,Lx) 
can be considered as representations of Sp(r) under the induced action. 
From now on we shall restrict our attention to the case in which x = 01 det, 
01 >, 0 (resp. x dominant). 
The following proposition is a straightforward consequence of our definition 
of an admissible minor so we leave its verification to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let x~X(Gl(m)) (resp. XE X(B)). Then the basis we 
huvegiwenfor HO(#,., , L,) (resp. H”(9mS, , L,)) is a basis of weight vectors with 
respect to the action of the maximal torus of diagonal elements in Sp(r). 
If x = det (resp. x = C aiwi) the maximal weight of HO($,,,, L,) (resp. 
H”VC., > L,)) with respect to the Bore1 subgroup B of lower triangular elements 
in Sp(r) is LY@* (esp. C @ii) (wi-being the ith fundamental weight for Sp(r) with 
respect to B, i.e., 
t1 0 
0 
4, 
0 
t;l 
* 
t;’ 
= t1 *.* ti). 
In the case x = wi the weight vectors corresponding to the extremal weights are 
the multiples of the tableaux 
( 1 i’ , i.e., In J = o 
Given an admissible minor 
let yP, (resp. yPz) be the weight of 
Pl = (;l::) (ye+ P2 = (‘,::l)), 
YQ the weight of Q, then yQ = +(YP~ + YP)- 
Let us now associate to x E X(Gl(m)) (resp. x E X(B)), x = o! det (x = C aiwi) 
the Young diagram having ol rows of length m (resp. OL,,, rows of length m, 
01,~~ rows of length m - l,..., 01~ rows of length 1). 
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THEOREM 4.11. Ha($~,,(9~,,), ~5,) s HO(#~~,,(&-T-~,,), L,,) as Sp(r)-module 
if and only if x and X’ have the same associated iagram. In particular, 
zjC and only if x = X’ (resp. m = m’, x = x’). 
If R is a$eld of character& 0 then HO(Fm,,, Lx) (H”(ym,,, Lx)) is an irreducible 
S’(r)-module and every irreducible Sp(r)-module is isomorphic to H”(FT,T , Lx) 
for a suitable x. 
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows immediately from Proposition 
4.10. The second part follows from a well-known theorem of Bore1 and Weil [I], 
once we have noted that 9r,, = Sp(r)/B. 
5. THE CAUCHY FORMULA FOR A 
DEFINITION 5.1. For any Young diagram u = (kr > *** 2 K,), b < r, we 
define the symplectic Specht module d, = H”(Fr,, , Lx) where x = 4w1 + *a. + 
~y,.wr (ai = number of rows in o of length i), 
We recall that given u = (hr > ..* > K,) we can define the sequence pi(u) = 
&r Ki . Using this sequence we can give a partial ordering on Young diagrams 
by putting 7 > u if /Ii(~) 3 j&(u) for all i’s (put ,&(u) = ,!$(a), if i > 2). 
Let us return to A and let m be arbitrary. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let T be a symplectic tableau, u its shape. 
Suppose T = C a,Ti , with Ti standard. Let ui be the diagram associated to Ti . 
Then u; > 0. 
Proof. This clearly follows because both relations (1.1) and (1.8) do not 
decrease the order of the associated diagrams. 
Now let A, be the submodule of A spanned by the tableaux of shape u. 
Note that A, is G-invariant, G = Sp(r) x GZ(r). Also it follows from Lemma 5.2 
that A, has a basis formed by the symplectic standard tableaux whose shape is 
>u. Thus A, C A,, if and only if T 3 u, and A is filtered by the A,‘s. Call this 
the canonical filtration of A. Let AL = x7> o A,. The following theorem is the 
analogous for A of the generalized Cauchy formula for the polynomial ring [3]. 
THEOREM 5.3. A,/Ai g n/r,, where M, = A, @=L as a G-module, ,L 
being the usual Specht module of the partition u [3]. 
In particular if R is a $eId of characteristic 0 
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M is an irreducible G-module, and A = 0, M, , where a runs over all diagrams 
whose jrst row is < min(m, r), including the empty diagram. 
Proof. First note that A,/Ai has a basis formed by the symplectic standard 
tableaux of shape u, as follows from Lemma 5.2. Since A, has a basis formed by 
the right canonical symplectic tableaux and ,,L [3, 6’j has a well-known basis 
formed by the left canonical standard tableaux, i.e., tableaux of type 
if we put 
it is an easy consequence of our relations that the map p: M,, -+ A-/AL defined 
by ~((r~ 1 C,) @ (CO 1 T:)) = (rO ( T:), where (TV I C,) is any right canonical 
symplectic standard tableau of shape u and (C, / T:) ’ IS any left canonical standard 
tableau of shape a, gives a G-isomorphism. 
Suppose now we are in characteristic 0. 
Then the above isomorphism and the linear reductivity of G imply that 
A, = M,, @ AL . The irreducibility of M,, follows from the irreducibility of 
A, as a Sp(r)-module and of,L as a GZ(m)-module. Finally we claim A = 0, M,, . 
u running over all Young diagram whose first row has length < min(m, r) 
including the empty diagram. 
Let A, be the homogeneous part of A of degree k, let h, be the number of 
symplectic standard tableaux whose associated diagram has k boxes, i.e., if 
u = (k, ,..., k,), h, = k, + ... + k, (in symbols j u 1 = k). 
Then dim A, = hk . On the other hand it is clear from the above that if 
j o j = k, M,, C A,. Since M, = M,,, as G-modules if and only if u = u’, as 
follows from Theorem 4.10, h, = dim A, >, CI,,~=~ dim MO = hl, . This implies 
the claim and ends the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. (1) In particular Theorem 5.3 implies that in characteristic 0 
each irreducible G-module appearing as G-submodule of A appears with multi- 
plicity 1. 
(2) Note that Theorem 5.3 sets up a canonical one-one correspondence 
between the symplectic Specht modules A, and the usual Specht modules. In 
characteristic 0 and when m = Y this gives a one-one correspondence between 
the irreducible representations of Sp(r) and th e irreducible polynomial represen- 
tations of Gl(r). 
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6. APPENDIX: ANOTHER VARIETY 
In this section we want to sketch how to get a basis for the coordinate ring of 
another variety S. 
S is defined as follows. Let both a, m be even positive integers, n = 2r, 
m = 2.r, 71 < m. Let J (resp. J’) be the n )< n (resp. m x m) symplectic matrix 
1‘ 
Then S is the variety whose points over any R-algebra C are the n x m matrices 
.M with entries in C such that MtJM = 0, MJ’Mt = 0. 
Let 2 be the coordinate ring of S over R. 
Note that the group Sp(r) x Sp(s) acts on S and hence on 2. Now, given a 
minor (& ,..., & 11; ,..., j&, k < r, we can ask not only if it is row admissible but 
also if it is column admissible. If this is the case we can write it using the construc- 
tion of Section 2 both on rows and on columns, as 
(;:$ IS, 3 Or (,‘r,::: :: / ::::: ;j 
and call this a doubly admissible minor. 
We define a doubly symplectic tableau to be a product of doubly admissible 
minors. A doubly symplectic tableau 
i 
t,k, ,.............) t,, Sll )..,..........) Slkl 
Vlkl )............., VI1 2411 )............., Ulkl 
t2& ,........, t,, szl )........, SZk, 2 
. . . . . . 
vhkh 9.‘., vhl uhl ,*.*, Uhkh 1 
is called standard if {o,, ,..., o,~$) ,( {t,+,,l ,..., teSl,ke+l) and {~,r ,..., uek,> < 
&+1*1 Y-*.3 &?+l,ke+I }foranyl <e<h--I. 
THEOREM 6.1. The doubly symplectic standard tableaux form a basis for A. 
Proof. We only sketch the proof. To see that the doubly symplectic standard 
tableaux span A one proceeds exactly as in Theorem 2.4 using the fact that in 
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this case relations (1.8) hold not only when the row indices vary while the column 
indices are kept fixed but also when the column indices vary while the row indices 
are kept fixed. 
For the linear independence one can proceed imitating the proof in Section 3. 
Assume R is an infinite field. 
Define a subvariety of S, S, for each doubly admissible linor P = (:: i 1 g: s), 
i.e., I n J = H n K = O, as follows: S, is the closure of the orbit of the 
matrix M = etlsl + ... + etbSb , egj is the elementary matrix whose entries are 
all 0 except for the (ij)th which is equal to 1, under the action of the group 
g = B,- x Bs+, where B,- is the subgroup of Sp(r) of lower triangular elements 
and B,+ is the subgroup of L@(s) of upper triangular elements (M lies in S by 
our hypothesis on P). Order the &‘s by inclusion and prove linear independence 
by induction on this ordering exactly as in Section 3. 
With this basis in hand the reader can easily prove the analogous of Theorem 
3.8; define the canonical filtration for A and prove the analogy of Theorem 5.3. 
In particular in characteristic 0 one has that the decomposition of 3 in irreducible 
S>(r) x S?(s) modules is 
where A, has been defined in Section 4 and ,/l is dual of the irreducible S?(s)- 
module whose associated diagram is (T. 
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